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:item]))) Gets me something like (itemset: {:1 1 :2 2 :3 3}) But in the real case I have, each itemset
isn't simple, the data is a bit more complicated and uses different kinds of items (that's the reason
for using a map to begin with), so instead of getting something like (itemset: {:1 1 :2 2 :3 3}), I get
(itemset: {:1 [:foo :bar] :2 [:foo :bar] :3 [:foo :bar]}) This makes it hard when I want to work with the
data, because I have to iterate through every itemset to extract those values. Anyone has a smart
way to get the data I want? A: You're converting a set to a map, which includes the first element of
each set in the map's key, and the remaining elements as the value. So, what you've got is a map
with the value being a list. In order to get a map with each item set as its own key, you would have

to convert the list into a set. Here's an example. Note that since the list's contents are
clojure.lang.PersistentList instances, we have to convert them to a PersistentSet. (def itemset (into

{} (for [i [1 2 3] :item]))) (->> itemset (map (fn [x] {x :item})) (into (:itemset :itemset))
(persistentSet)
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